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Abstract: This study aims to determine the effectiveness of video analysis tracker-based 
practicum on the material of the motion of objects on an inclined plane and the motion of 
objects in free fall. The use of video tracker analysis-based practicum is useful for 
determining some kinematics parameters of objects that cannot only be calculated by 
traditional practicum methods. By using the video tracker analysis method, all object 
kinematics parameters can be found directly in visual form. The results show that (1) There 
is no relationship between mass and kinematics parameters. (2) There is an influence due 
to air friction on the acceleration value of the object. (3) The suitability of the concept with 
the tracker application produced with the error value in the experiment of object motion on 
an inclined plane (𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  8.33%;  𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  4.79% ) (4) The suitability of the concept 
with the tracker application produced with the error value in the experiment of object 
motion in free fall (𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟  = 12%; 𝑎𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 =  6%)  (5) The graphical representation of the 
tracker is in accordance with the theory studied. This research implies that the existence of 
learning using practicum, especially practicum-based video tracker analysis can improve 
understanding and process skills in understanding science concepts. This research is written 
so that the programme can be further applied to science education 
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Introduction 

Science lessons are a very significant part of the school curriculum and have a crucial role. This 
should not be ignored because in the process of learning science, the values of scientific attitudes are 
instilled, which are essentially connected to the objectives of national education listed in Law No. 20 of 
2003 (Rejekiningsih et al., 2023). Science learning itself is divided into several branches, including 
physics learning. Physics teaching is complex theoretical concepts, challenges in recognising physics 
variables, and difficulties in applying related formulas (Schalk et al., 2019). In general, physics learning 
often faces various challenges. The learning process still often relies on conventional methods, such as 
the use of direct teaching approaches (Erickson et al., 2019). Causing many students to experience 
misconceptions about physics learning, especially in some metres that are quite difficult to understand.  

Physics learning is not only about teaching theories and formulas that need to be memorised, 
but also focuses on efforts to explain natural phenomena and natural processes by finding and 
presenting factual data (Molina-Bolívar & Cabrerizo-Vílchez, 2014).  For example, a phenomenon of a 
car crashing into a motorbike, is this case included in the criminal or accidental category, by looking at 
the speed of the car or motorbike when it wants to collide. Such phenomena often occur in everyday 
life that can only be observed with the five senses, but not much information can be obtained. 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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Someone who observes the event is difficult to determine whether the phenomenon is a planned event 
or accidental. Based on the phenomenon told earlier, the implementation of practicum is an important 
component in the physics learning process that plays a role in building a solid understanding and 
developing knowledge of physics concepts properly (Hodosyová et al., 2015). 

Learning by using the practicum method can improve students' understanding of concepts in 
understanding physics concepts. Teaching students to understand real problems and prove them 
directly by using practicum (Flegr et al., 2023). Physics education that begins with a practical lab 
provides benefits to every teaching-learning process because it involves students in the observation 
and manipulation of objects and related materials, and encourages student involvement in the 
observation and manipulation of the concepts and materials they learn (Kokkonen et al., 2022). The 
implementation of practicum in learning can foster students' independence from the career prospects 
of junior scientists in discovering or exploring knowledge itself (Shibayama, 2019). The application of 
practicum in learning will reduce the time needed to understand concepts theoretically. In addition, 
this practicum trains and teaches students to find problems in groups (Abeysiriwardana et al., 2022).  

Tracker is free software that was created to serve as a data input tool in video recordings of 
object movement, and has been widely used in the context of physics education to analyse and 
simulate physical phenomena in mechanics (Aguilar-Marín et al., 2018). Tracker is free software 
developed in the OpenSource Physics Java code library that can be used for video analysis and physics 
modelling (Wati et al., 2020). The Tracker application has steps in analysing the video it has recorded 
as follows: (1) Calibrating objects in the video with a blue line, (2) Determining the coordinate points 
of the x & y axes with a purple line, (3) Determining the track of object movement, with a red circle 
that will be positioned by the object, (4) The tracking process has two ways manual and auto track, (5) 
The track results produce graphs and tables (Dewi, 2023). Tracker functions to monitor object 
movement through video, creating a distance-time graph by calibrating the distance on the screen 
using a ruler (Oktavia et al., 2019).  

The following are some studies that have been conducted by several previous experts related to 
the use of tracker applications on physics material problems on object kinematics: the use of tracker 
applications to analyse the friction coefficient of circular motion (Molina-Bolívar & Cabrerizo-Vílchez, 
2014), the use of Tracker video applications to analyse parabolic motion experiments (Wee et al., 2012), 
the use of Tracker video to analyse pendulum mechanics material (Malgieri et al., 2014), the use of 
Tracker video in analysing optics practicum (Rodrigues & Simeão Carvalho, 2014), and the use of Tracker 
to analyse harmonic motion practicum videos (Poonyawatpornkul & Wattanakasiwich, 2013). So that 
research is carried out in the form of video analysis of experiments on the motion of objects in two 
conditions, namely the motion of objects on an inclined plane and free fall motion which will later be 
analysed using the help of the Tracker application comprehensively. 

Method 

Theory 

The theoretical method that shows the equations of the kinematics parameters of object motion 
concerning position, velocity and acceleration is taken from the material described by Tipler, (1998). 
The following are the equations and explanations of the concept of kinematics of objects. This 
theoretical equation is analyzed with the help of the tracker application. Furthermore, the tracker 
application data obtained from the video recording plot results also produces a graph explaining the 
kinematics parameter equation. This equation is analyzed to evaluate the motion characteristics of 
previously tested objects. 

Straight Motion with Regular Change 

Straight motion with regular change is defined as the motion of an object on a straight-line 
trajectory with fixed acceleration. Fixed acceleration means that both the magnitude and direction are 
set. 
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Figure 1. (a). Angled Plane Motion, (b). Free-Fall Motion 

In Figure 1a, we see an object angled plane motion, while in Figure 1.b, the object is seen in free-
fall motion. In both figures, there is a change in the distance and velocity values of the object, with a 
constant acceleration value. 

For straight motion with regular change (GLBB) both on an angled plane motion and free-fall 
motion, the average acceleration is equal to the constant instantaneous acceleration, and the formula 
applies: 

𝑥 = 𝑣(𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒) 𝑡 =
1

2
(𝑣0 + 𝑣)𝑡        …(1) 

𝑥 = 𝑥 − 𝑥0 = 𝑣0 𝑡 +
1

2
 𝑎𝑡2        …(2) 

𝑣2 = 𝑣0
2 + 2𝑎∆𝑥          …(3) 

Material 

This research involved two experiments with different experimental tools to prove the concept. 
First, the experiment of angled plane motion, namely two types of rails of 50 cm precision, two types 
of rail legs, two types of clamps at both ends of the rail, one type of rail connector, and four types of 
masses weighing 20 grams per unit. Two types of toy cars. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2. Tools and Materials for Angled Plane Motion Experiment 

Figure 2 is intended to show how object angled plane motion can be assembled using the 

materials above it. 

Second, the free fall motion experiment uses tools and materials: scissors, markers, tape, a 

meter, and three types of mass with different weights (baseball, bekel ball, and plastic ball). 
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Figure 3. Tools and Materials for Free-Fall Motion Experiment 

Figure 3 is meant to show how object free-falling motion can be assembled using the materials 
above it. 

Variables 

This experiment contains three kinds of variables: independent, dependent, and control. These 
variables are detailed in Table 1 below. The breakdown of these variables determines the meaning of 
the research (Prima et al., 2016). 

Table 1. Experimental Parameters 

Parameter Description 

Independent Type of mass used 
Dependent Position, speed, and acceleration 
Control Types of angles, times, and heights 

Procedure 

The following is a scheme that shows how the series of experiments will be carried out to prove 
whether there is an effect of mass on the kinematics parameters of the object's motion. 

 

  

Figure 4. (a). Toy car moving on an inclined plane, (b). A moving baseball in free fall 

Experiment 1, arrange all the tools and materials according to the scheme of Figure 4. a so above. 
After assembling according to the existing scheme, the next step is to drop the toy car in the higher 
part so that it hits the toy car in the lower part. Experiment as much as the mass prepared on the 
material tools provided earlier. Experiment 2 is almost identical to experiment 1, arranging the tools 
and materials supplied according to the scheme in Figure 4.b above. After assembling according to the 
project, the next step is to drop the mass in the picture until it hits the floor. Experiment as much as 

floor 
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the mass that has been described before. During the first and second experiments, the recording stage 
was carried out using the help of a mobile phone; later, the video was analyzed using a tracker. 

Next, the experimental videos that have been created will be analyzed using a video tracking 
application, as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
First, click open/select video >> click rotate to 
position the video. 

 

Click  to set the start and end of the video to be 
analyzed. 

 

Click coordinate line  define x & y axis>> click 

 for calibration line. 

  

Click  to track the movement of the 
object, click as shown >> click Ctrl+Shift to the 

marked part >> Fill the mass size  

 
After the track, we can manually or automatically 
match each object track point. 

 
Finally, it generates a graphical form & tabular data 
of the kinematics parameters of the tested object. 

Figure 5. Video analysis steps using the Tracker 

The use of tracker software helps students to describe the motion of objects based on video 
recordings of the object's trajectory. Visualization of the experiments can help students understand the 
concept of motion. 

Results and Discussion 

The following is a description of the results of the kinematic analysis of objects in 2 states against 
changing mass values using the tracker application to prove the kinematic parameters of objects, such 
as time to position, speed, and acceleration in each experiment that has been carried out. The following 
is an overview of the graph of objects moving on an inclined plane to explain how the shape of the 
motion of time to position, velocity, and acceleration in experiment 1. 
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Figure 6. (a) Time to position graph, (b) Time to velocity graph (c) Time to acceleration graph on an inclined 

plane. 

Figure 6 shows the experimental time (t) results against the function (x, v & a) with different 
mass values for each kinematics parameter. Figure 6a, 6b & 6c represent time against position, velocity, 
and acceleration of objects that have the same results as the theoretical graphs we have understood 
so far. The three kinematics parameters of objects moving on an inclined plane according to Figure 6 
have no effect on the mass of the kinematics parameters of these objects, and the harmony of theory 
with the use of tracker applications is in accordance with research developed by previous experts 
(Maslova et al., 2020). 

Furthermore, a description of the graph of a moving object in free fall motion on a surface 
explains how the shape of the graph of time to position, velocity, and acceleration in experiment 2 of 
regular straight motion. 

 

  

 
Figure 7. (a) Time to position graph, (b) Time to velocity graph (c) Time to acceleration graph on a free fall. 
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Figure 7 shows the experimental results of time (t) against functions (x, v & a) with different mass 
values for each kinematics parameter. Figure 7a, 7b & 7c represent time against position, velocity, and 
acceleration of objects that have the same results as the theoretical graphs we have understood so far. 
The three kinematics parameters of objects moving in free fall according to Figure 7 have no effect of 
mass on the kinematics parameters of these objects, and the theoretical harmony with the use of 
tracker applications is in accordance with the research developed by previous experts (Wee et al., 2015). 

Based on the graphical images of the two experiments tested, the theory graph and the tracker 
graph have almost similar results. According to (Prima et al., 2016; Teiermayer, 2016; Wee et al., 2012), 
in research that has been conducted on measuring an object's kinematics parameters, the data 
generated from the experiments analyzed by researchers produces the same graph as previous 
research. Various motion characteristics can be observed through this tracker application, and learning 
the basics of classical physics can be fun. The use of tracker applications in these two experiments is to 
prove whether there are external influences, such as air friction on the position, speed, and 
acceleration experienced by objects. The graphical results produced in this study align with the 
research conducted (Neto & Souza, 2018; Nugraha et al., 2018), the value of the time graph against the 
function of distance, speed, and acceleration by comparing it to the design of manual experiments 
produces the same graph. 

The following Table 2 shows the results of the consistency of the theory of objects moving on an 
inclined plane, which produces values and equations related to the mass of objects that change with 
the position, speed, and acceleration of an object according to the graph above. 

 

Table 2. Effect of Body Mass on Kinematics Parameters of Pendant Motion on an Inclined Plane 

Object 
Mass 
(gr) 

Functions (t)  
Vexp 

(m/s) 
Vtheory 

(m/s) 

aexp 

(m/s2) 

atheory 

(m/s2) Distance (m) Speed (m/s) 
Acceleration 

(m/s2) 

M1 0.095 y = 0.21t2 + 0.19t - 
0.003 

y = 0.41t + 
0.20 

y = -0.15t + 0.51 0.73  0.51  

M2 0.145 y = 0.20t2 + 0.18t - 
0.001 

y = 0.40t + 
0.20 

y = -0.04t + 0.42 0.71 0,78 0.42 0.47 

M3 0.195 y = 0.20t2 + 0.18t - 
0.001 

y = 0.40t + 
0.20  

y = -0.06t + 0.44 0.73  0.44  

M4 0.245 y = 0.19t2 + 0.19t - 
0.001 

y = 0.38t + 
0.20 

y = -0.06t + 0.42 0.69  0.42  

%Error    8.33 % 4.79% 
 

Table 2 explains that the speed results of objects moving on an inclined plane in theory and the 
results of the video analysis tracker have the same value. Also, the human error resulting from using 
the tracker application has a minimal percentage value of 8.33% for the speed value and 4.79% for the 
acceleration value. 

The following Table 3 shows the results of the consistency of the theory of objects moving in free 
fall motion, which produces values and equations related to the changing mass of objects to the 
position, speed, and acceleration of an object according to the graph above. 

Table 3. Effect of body mass on the kinematics parameters of penda motion in free fall. 

Object 
Mass 
(gr) 

Functions (t)  
Vexp 

(m/s) 

Vtheory 

(m/s) 

aexp 

(m/s2) 

atheory 

(m/s2) Distance (m) 
Speed 
(m/s) 

Acceleration 
(m/s2) 

M1 0.0465 y = 5.10t2 + 0.02t + 
0.0004 

y = 10.2t + 
0.4 

y = -3.7t + 10.6 4.00  10,6  

M2 0.0585 y = 4.66t2 + 0.22t - 
0.0072 

y = 9.3t + 
0.5 

y = -11.2t + 11.1 3.86 4.39 11,1 10 

M3 0.0043 y = 3.95t2 + 0.57t - 
0.0113 

y = 8.0t + 
0.8 

y = -12.3t + 10.1 3.73  10,1  

%Error     12.00 % 6.00 % 
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Table 2 explains that the speed results of objects moving on an inclined plane in theory and the 
results of the video analysis tracker have the same value. Also, the human error resulting from using 
the tracker application has a very small percentage value of 12.00% for the speed value and 6.00% for 
the acceleration value. 

The results of the calculations carried out in this study have the same conclusions related to 
several studies conducted by several previous experts related to video analysis of science experiments 
based on video tracker analysis in improving student understanding of kinematics material from several 
existing subchapters (De Jesus et al., 2019; Nuryadin, 2020; Suárez et al., 2020). 

Conclusion 

The tests that have been carried out to measure the parametric kinematics of the motion of 
objects in GLBB (straight motion changes regularly) to prove how the position, speed, and acceleration 
generated from two experiments, namely the motion of the inclined plane and free fall motion, of 
course, using the help of the Tracker application Compared to traditional methods carried out by 
applying such as timer stickers, the method using Tracker video analysis has proven all kinematics 
parameters of each experiment that has been carried out. As for the consistency of the experiments 
carried out using Tracker, the results show that (1) Mass does not affect the kinematics parameters of 
the object through observation of the resulting graph; (2) Proof of the accuracy of the kinematics 
parameters of objects on an inclined plane produces a very small error value, namely (v = 8.33% & a = 
4.79%); (3) Proving the accuracy of the kinematics of object parameters in free fall produces a very 
small error value, namely (v =12% & a =6%); (4) The influence of air friction on each experiment so that 
there is a slight change in the graph found against different masses of objects. 
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